Minutes of the Anniversary Meeting of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland held on 30 November 2002 in the Lecture Theatre, Royal Museum of Scotland. Dr J N Graham Ritchie, President, in the Chair. The President welcomed Fellows to the meeting. The Minutes of the meeting of 11 November 2002 were read and approved. The Ballots were closed and the box removed by the scrutineers, Mr Patrick Ashmore and Dr Jill Turnbull.

The Director, Mrs Fionna Ashmore then read the following

DIRECTOR’S ANNUAL REPORT 2001–2

MEMBERSHIP

The Fellowship of the Society now stands at 3460. In the past year 188 Fellows have taken up election, or been reinstated; 194 names have been removed from the Roll due to death and through lapse of subscription or resignation. There are at present 24 Honorary Fellows.

MEETINGS AND EVENTS

The public presentation of scholarly work, to Fellows through our usual Lecture meetings, and increasingly to expert practitioners through specialist seminars, and to the wider community through our varied open events continues, as Fellows will be aware, to be a significant part of the Society’s work.

The Society has held a full programme of activities through the year. Nine Lecture meetings were held between December 2001 and November 2002. As well these ‘ordinary’ lecture meetings for Fellows only, the session included:

Seminars

The Society was involved in two significant seminars in the session as well as (not detailed in last year’s report) the Seminar, in November 2001, on the *Conservation of Scotland’s Historic Graveyard*’s jointly with
Historic Scotland and organized by them; this was fully booked, attracting both a professionally involved audience and numbers of those involved in family history society work. We were delighted to have as guest of honour, the doyenne of Scottish graveyard studies, Mrs Betty Willsher.

A Specialist Seminar, *Alluvial Archaeology, towards a strategy for Scotland* took place on 16 May 2002. The lead speaker was Professor Leendert Loouwe Kooijmans; the Society is grateful to Historic Scotland for financial assistance to allow speakers from Aberystwyth, Ireland and Exeter to attend and for the participation of HS staff. This seminar allowed an invited audience to consider and discuss the issues relating to alluvial archaeology in Scotland. These issues included case histories, mitigation strategies and strategies for input into development planning cases, and the importance of liaison with geo-science specialists and palaeoenvironmentalists. There was a positive and tangible outcome from the event, with Historic Scotland and the Department of Geography and Earth Sciences of Aberystwyth University setting up a pilot survey for Scotland. We are grateful to all those who participated on the day as well as Alan Saville and Patrick Ashmore for their lead roles in the shaping of the event.

A Specialist Seminar, *Treasure Trove in Scotland: problems and potential* took place in November 2002; the invitation-only event was attended by a number of specialists including, among others, officials from the Scottish Executive, the Department of Culture Media and Sport, the Directors of the National Museums of Scotland and the Scottish Museums Council, the Crown Office, curators from the National Museums of Scotland and local museums as well as metal detectorists, archaeological contractors and curators.

**Conferences**

The Conference, *The Declaration of Arbroath*, fell during the 2001–2 session, as mentioned in the oral report at the last Anniversary meeting. We are delighted the proceedings of this will be published in 2003 under the editorship of Professor Geoffrey Barrow and with a foreword by the Provost of Angus.

The *Archaeological Research in Progress* conference for 2002 was held in May. This annual event is held jointly with CSA, whose turn it was to organize it this year.

**Rhind Lectures**

The Rhind Lectures for 2002 were delivered by Professor Barry Cunliffe. It is a pleasure yet again to report that these stimulating lectures captivated a large audience throughout the whole weekend. As with Professor Renfrew’s lectures the previous year there was a large proportion of non-Fellows and members of the general public from all over Britain and beyond. Quite apart from the academic prestige that reflects favourably on the Society, the value of public lectures of this calibre in promoting the Society to the public cannot be overestimated.

**Joint meeting with the Society of Antiquaries of London, Kelmscott Manor**

The joint meeting of the two Societies, following the Edinburgh leg in 1999, took place at Kelmscott Manor, Oxfordshire over the Royal Golden Jubilee weekend (31 May to 2 June 2002). The venue was as quintessentially English as Edinburgh Castle and Holyrood Palace were Scottish and the lectures and presentations, together with the excellent weather (and catering) made this one of the most enjoyable events of the Society’s year. The two Presidents carried out their roles with enthusiasm.

As well as lectures and presentations at Kelmscott Manor, Professor Cramp took Fellows on tours of medieval churches in the area with a particular focus on the sculpture, and on the Sunday Tom Hassal and Simon Townley lectured Fellows on the KELP project in the appropriate venue of Gimson’s Village Hall and then led a tour round Kelmscott village.

**Combined Recent Acquisitions Meeting and Excursion**

The 2002 Excursion took place in June to the Museum of Scottish Country Life at Kittochside and was an enjoyable and instructive day. Our thanks are due to Elaine Edwards, the Curator, and other NMS staff for devoting a Saturday to our Fellows. The catering staff also deserve a special mention.
EDUCATION

The Society remains fully committed to recognizing the importance of the role of education and to that end we continue to grant-aid, now at an increased level, the work of the CSA’s Young Archaeologists’ clubs. Our Heritage Assistant continues to act as the leader of the Heriot branch of YAC in the Scottish Borders. On a less formal note, the Society also gave an additional grant to allow members of Scottish YACs to attend the YAC 30th Birthday Party at the British Museum in the summer.


As in previous years the Section followed the same programme as in Edinburgh. The February lecture was by Alison Morrison-Low and Sara Stevenson on 19th-century Scottish photography, postponed from the previous year. Until December lectures were held in Marischal Museum, University of Aberdeen, after which they transferred to the Regent Building because of potential building works around the museum. The biennial conference reporting on recent archaeological work in the region was held in October, with papers dealing with all periods and types of fieldwork.

Following the pattern of recent years, the programme included two excursions. That in August was to sites in the Fraserburgh area, while September saw a coach trip to Elgin and the surrounding area. Both were led by Ian Shepherd.

Membership of the Section stands at 304. The committee elected in May 2002 was: Aidan Mulkerrin (Chairman); Peter Murray (Vice-Chairman); Neil Curtis (Secretary); Paul Pillath (Treasurer); Frank Donnelly; Kevin Edwards; Robert Gray; Bill Nicolaisen; Ian Shepherd; Judith Stones; and Anne Taylor.

SOCIETY RESEARCH GRANTS AWARDED FOR 2002

The grant-aiding of research remains one of the most important areas of the Society’s activities in accordance with Law 1, ‘The purpose of the Society shall be the Study of the Antiquities and History of Scotland, more particularly by means of archaeological research’.

Reports on the work carried out are supplied by recipients at the end of the year and are held in the Society’s office, or placed in the NMS Library, as appropriate. It is a condition of grant that there is full compliance with current Scottish Treasure Trove legislation and that reports on fieldwork and related projects are presented for publication in Discovery and Excavation in Scotland published annually by the CSA. The Society also invites recipients of grants, when appropriate, to publicize the results of their work at the Archaeological Research in Progress conference.

The following awards were made for 2002; these include awards split between the George MacDonald Bequest, the Gunning Jubilee Gift, the Angus Graham Bequest, and the General Research Fund, which includes monies from the Dorothy Marshall Bequest.

Dr T B Ballin for The Quartz Project (this included funds from the Gunning Jubilee Gift); T G Cowie & I R Davies for research on Joseph Train: a forgotten Scottish antiquary; Dr E B Guttmann for research into aspects of The Iron Age in South Mainland, Shetland; F Hunter for the Birnie Project Phase I (this included funds from the MacDonald Bequest); Dr A M Jones for the project, Art and landscape. Early Bronze Age Argyll; Dr R E Jones for High-precision chemical analysis of steatite from Shetland and Norway; Dr P F & C Martin for the Boathouse Survey, Sound of Mull; T Neighbour for the Gilmerton Cove Project; Mr A Saville for the Kilmelfort Cave/ Shieldaig project (including funding from the Angus Graham bequest); Dr J A Sheridan for Dating cremated human bone from prehistoric Scotland; Professor D Szechi for a project on Unnatural Rebellion: the great Jacobite rebellion of 1715; and to Dr C E L Turner for the project The Bronze Age metalwork of Ayrshire and Renfrewshire: a contextual analysis.

The Society is keen to increase its grant-aid to research projects; an updated information leaflet on our Research and other Grants is available from the Society Office or available on our website. Detailed conditions appear on the Application forms. All valid applications are considered fully by the Research Committee. As the President has pointed out in his last letter, in the September Newsletter, ‘. . .although our
grants are small even small research grants can help a project gain funds from other sources. Spreading the research grants throughout Scotland is also important.

**PUBLICATIONS**

**Proceedings**

Volume 131, the first of the scheduled single volumes and the first under the editorship of Gordon Barclay, was published in September, only a matter of months after 130. We hope Fellows were pleased with this new essay-rich volume. It is the intention to publish the *Proceedings* in the late spring or early summer each year. We also hope one of the commonest and most frustrating misperceptions about the *Proceedings* – that it is dedicated primarily to the publication of archaeological excavation reports – will be dispelled. As ever we urge historians to offer us appropriate material.

**General Index**

The compilation of the General Index covering Volumes 106–25 of the *Proceedings*, and including a separate index of Fellows’ entries during that period, is now complete and after a lengthy production phase was published on 19 November. We congratulate Elizabeth Fowler on her achievement. An order form will be included with the next mailing but any Fellow is welcome to purchase a copy tonight.

**Monograph Series**

Two monographs were published during the session: Monograph 19 *Aberdeen: an in-depth view of the city’s past*, by A S Cameron & J A Stones, and Monograph 21 *Spynie Palace and the Bishops of Moray: history, architecture and archaeology*, by John Lewis & Denys Pringle.

The Series Editor, Mrs Alexandra Shepherd, and the Volume Editor, Dr Anna Ritchie must be thanked for their dedicated work. The President will pay tribute to Alexandra Shepherd who will retire as Monograph Series Editor after 20 years following publication of her last two volumes; Professor Alcock’s *Kings and Priests* and *The Stone of Destiny: artefact and icon* edited by Richard Welander, David Breeze & Thomas Owen Clancy.

I take the usual opportunity to urge Fellows to support the series by taking advantage of their opportunity to purchase these at the special rate – the benefit will be theirs. We would also like to take this opportunity to draw attention again to the considerable grant-aid the Society receives towards publications from Historic Scotland.

As well as circulating the traditional printed flyers we keep Fellows updated through the website on new publications and reductions. We also publicize our publications to special interest groups, for example our recent circulation of a flyer with relevant publications to the Neolithic Studies Group.

**Scottish Archaeological Internet Reports (SAIR)**

We regret that, at the time of writing, unforeseen problems, human rather than technological, have militated against the publication of the next reports in the series. We hope however, that by the New Year several more will have appeared. As Fellows will know this new series, funded and initiated by Historic Scotland, [http://www.sair.org.uk](http://www.sair.org.uk) is intended in the first instance to be a vehicle for publishing final reports on archaeological excavation and fieldwork funded by Historic Scotland, with the objective of making the results available more widely, more rapidly, and less expensively than has often been the case with conventional printing.

As previously indicated, Fellows are encouraged to view the *Dundrennan Abbey* report on screen as well as the outline, ‘About the SAIR Pilot’. Responses on any aspect will be warmly welcomed. As indicated in SAIR 1 these should be submitted direct by email to feedback@sair.org.uk
Two issues of this were produced and circulated in February and September 2002, both 12 pages in length. We were delighted to have included fascinating contributions by various Fellows.

Proceedings Scanning Project

Fellows were made aware of the details of this significant and exciting project in an article by Dr Barclay in the September Newsletter. The Society has begun the process of scanning all the back numbers of the Proceedings, the existing published General Indexes, as well as our first publication, Archaeologia Scotica and our out-of-print monographs. This will provide a complete archive of our publications in electronic format and will allow Fellows and other scholars world-wide to have easy access to one of the richest collections of information on Scotland’s past. The Archaeology Data Service based at York University has agreed to mount the resulting files on their servers, eventually making the files available, free of charge, to anyone, world-wide, with web access. RCAHMS is investigating linking individual site entries in the National Monuments Record to relevant articles in the Proceedings, Archaeologia Scotica or the out-of-print monographs.

To protect our subscription income, and Fellows rights, it will be necessary to delay the free republication of the Proceedings on the web – it is likely that the delay will be five years – but out-of-print monographs may be mounted immediately. Consideration is being given to providing Fellows with electronic versions within the five-year period if they need them, and complete electronic sets of Proceedings and Archaeologia Scotica may well be made available for sale.

As far as we are aware the Society is the first archaeological or antiquarian society to make its entire back-run of journals (from 1782 in our case) available, at no cost to scholars, in electronic format. This is something of which the Society can be justifiably proud.

COMMITTEES

As well as the obvious public activities of the Society – publication of the Proceedings, the Monographs, the Lecture Programme and the various Day Conferences and other events – the Society continues to do considerable work through its five committees: Finance and Administration; Programme; Publications, Research and Heritage. I would draw your attention this year particularly to the work of three Committees: Publications, Research and Heritage.

The Publications Committee and Editorial Board, under the Convenership of Alan Saville, consider matters relating to publications (other than the Newsletter) and with both Editors consider all submissions for publication with the Society in the Proceedings and monograph series. The workload of the Committee has been heavy this year.

As well as the details of the publications described, above, under a separate heading, a detailed review of the Society’s publication procedures, including marketing and design has been undertaken; as part of the process an audit was undertaken by a consultant under the auspices of the Scottish Publishers Association and several helpful recommendations were made and are in the process of being implemented.

The Research Committee, under the Convenership of Ian Shepherd, as well as considering and allocating the Society Research Grants, is also responsible for a series of international conferences through which an important segment of Scottish prehistory is examined from a perspective that is firmly western European in origin. The successful Mesolithic conference of 1999 will be followed in March 2003 by Scotland in Ancient Europe: The Neolithic and Early Bronze Age of Scotland in their European Context. The Society will receive support from the National Museums of Scotland and the Neolithic Studies Group and, it is hoped, from the British Academy. The main burden of organization of the event falls on the Convener in conjunction with the Director and other members of staff.

The Heritage Committee, convened by the Director, advises the Council on, and members represent the Society at, a large number of events as well as being involved with the activities of other bodies or link groups. Through this Committee the Society responds to relevant Government and other initiatives. The
Committee is also active in organizing the specialist seminar series – Fellows will have been aware of the successful seminars organized under the auspices of this committee. The seminar *Alluvial Archaeology, towards a strategy for Scotland*, which took place in this session, was described under our activities and events above.

We have detailed at length in previous reports our activities in the heritage field and we continue to be represented formally on a large number of bodies: this year we draw your attention to a specific body – the Ancient Monuments Board for Scotland, whose status is currently under consideration by the Scottish Executive as part of a rationalization on Non-Departmental Public Bodies. Senior officials of Historic Scotland have met with the Society and have assured us that they will consider involving the Society in focus groups; nonetheless, we consider that in the vital interests of public accountability there is still a need for an independent overarching body. In terms purely of expenditure, the Board, with its expertise provided voluntarily, represents excellent value for money; focus groups, again in purely financial terms, would be a far heavier drain on the public purse. The Society was pleased to learn that retention of the Board was the favoured option of the great majority of the respondents to the public consultation on the matter.

Thanks must be recorded to our representatives on these various bodies, especially our representative on the National Trust for Scotland, Dr Jane Murray, our representative on the Ancient Monuments Board, Jill Harden and Robin Turner, our representative on the Scottish Environment Link and BEFS, who have a particularly heavy load.

**Website** [http://www.socantscot.org](http://www.socantscot.org)

We hope that Fellows will have noticed that our site, designed and maintained by Craig Angus, is now truly up-and-running, and is updated regularly. We hope this will increasingly become the first port of call for Fellows and members of the public. Research grant application forms can now be downloaded, new monographs and publications are publicized and events are highlighted.

We would point out though that making the Society more publicly accessible through a website means an increased demand on staff time and resources; to make the site larger and more sophisticated (with secure areas and electronic sales) also has considerable financial penalties. We look with envy on ventures of richer Societies, such as a weekly electronic newsletter, but at present have decided to remain with our current level of service.

**ADMINISTRATION**

There have been some changes within the Office: Mrs Fionna Ashmore continues as Director; Mrs Maureen McLeod as Assistant Treasurer; Mrs Morvern Hardie as the Administrative Assistant; and Ruth Lancaster, who currently is absent on maternity leave, remains as the Heritage and Publications Assistant; while she is away we have had general assistance two afternoons a week from Caroline Hardie. Dr Gordon Barclay continues as the *Proceedings* Editor, and Colin Wallace the new managing Editor for SAIR also works from the office. As always we would remind Fellows that as all Staff work part-time, Fellows, who are always welcome to visit us, are urged to ring ahead before visiting.

This year has seen the move of Fellows’ Records to a new database; the work involved was time consuming. It included necessary re-checking of data and, in a large number of cases, re-keying original data to ensure consistency. There were also some stressful problems with the computer hardware. The administrative burden involved in the subscription rise, approved last year, has also been considerable; the production and sending out of new bankers orders and the processing of these was a Herculean task. The brunt of this work fell on the shoulders of Maureen McLeod and Morvern Hardie – we should be most grateful to them for their dedication and responsibility.

For mailings, we are always grateful for the voluntary help provided by our dedicated group of envelope fillers, not all of whom are Fellows: Alec and Dinah Adamson; Alan Calder; Maurice Carmichael; Patrick and Mary Cave-Browne; Joan Fleming; Audrey Henshall; Margaret Hilton; Davy Jones; Bob Marks; Gordon Maxwell; Rosemary Meldrum; John Merilees; Eva Mitchell; Dr Jean Munro; Jane Murray; Anna Ritchie; Tom Sharp, John Sherriff, Gordon Shiach; Mary Smallwood; and Twin Watkins.
Thanks are due, as ever, to the National Museums of Scotland for their help. As well as the curatorial and Directorate Staff we are grateful to those members of the Museum staff who help with arrangements behind the scenes, especially Carolyn Wildy, Kathleen Coultherd, and Ella Blyth and her assistants. The Information Desk staff, the Housemen and Messengers who are unstinting in their help with the many deliveries to and from the Society and to the Visitor Service and Security staff who are involved in all our meetings. Special thanks are due to all members of the NMS Library staff for their patience and help both to the Society staff and to Fellows. As ever, very particular thanks are due to Grant MacRae and Chris Stewart whose services as projectionists at our meetings, seminars and conferences, contribute so enormously to the smooth running of events.

I would also like to thank the members of staff of the Archaeology Department of the National Museums who, as ever, have all supported and assisted the Society this year.

Director’s thanks

As ever, thanks should go to the dedicated Society staff: the Assistant Treasurer, Maureen McLeod; the Administrative Assistant, Morvern Hardie; the Heritage and Publications officer, Ruth Lancaster; and the Society’s Editors – Gordon Barclay, Alexandra Shepherd, Anna Ritchie, Monographs volume Editor, and Colin Wallace, the SAIR Managing Editor.

I would like to take this opportunity, in my penultimate session as Director, to repeat my constant refrain that the Society owes an enormous debt of gratitude to all those who take on the burden of sitting on Council and the Committees. The dedicated voluntary contribution over the years by so many, one would have thought overburdened, individuals is extremely impressive and is perhaps one of the most outstanding features of this Society and I cannot sufficiently express my thanks, and I hope that of the Fellowship to the President and the Treasurer; the Vice-Presidents and the Convener of the Committees.

The Treasurer, Miss Naomi Tarrant then read the following Treasurer’s Report

TREASURER’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2002

REVIEW OF THE YEAR

As predicted the Society’s Income and Expenditure Account showed a deficit for the year under review. The actual deficit of £50,218 was slightly more than forecast due to a significant reduction in the amount of grants expected to be received towards the publication of Volume 131. As a result of this and previous deficits, the subscription rise approved by the Anniversary Meeting on 30 November 2001 became effective on 1 July 2002. While at 30 June 2002 the value of the Unrestricted Funds, excluding the unrealised losses on Investment valuation movements during the year, of £316,954 is less than the one and a half times total expenditure figure considered to be desirable, improvements to this ratio are expected by 30 June 2003.

INVESTMENTS

The Investments are managed by Bank of Scotland Portfolio Management Service who provide a half yearly review together with quarterly valuations. In addition the Investment Adviser attends half yearly meetings of the Finance and Administration Committee to provide a verbal report and portfolio valuation, and also to answer questions raised by Committee members. The market value of the portfolio has fallen by less than current market indices in the year under review, while dividend income has been maintained.

PUBLICATIONS

Volume 131 was published in September 2002 when we reverted to one volume only for the Proceedings. Historic Scotland have now completed their publication of their backlog of excavation reports, which led to the double volumes, and grant aid will therefore be reduced in the future. The creation of Portable
Document Format (PDF) files for the Proceedings is progressing, and it is expected that the General Index will be available for the Anniversary Meeting. Four new Monographs were produced during the year, the Society was fortunate to receive significant grants towards these publications, so that the net cost of marketing and publication fell to £5846 as opposed to £17,311 in the year 2000–1.

RESEARCH

Research grants required a higher than usual subvention from unrestricted funds as a result of the quantity and quality of applications received. The Research Committee meets annually in March to consider all applications, with final approval being passed by Council. Full provision for all approved awards is made in the accounts.

WEBSITE

The Society’s computer systems continue to be upgraded and I am pleased to report that the Website is fully operational and is updated regularly.

RISK ASSESSMENT

The major risks to which the Society is exposed, in particular those relating to the operations and finances of the Society, have been identified and reviewed by Council. Council are satisfied that systems have been established to mitigate these risks.

APPRECIATION

I should like to express my thanks to the Convener of the Finance and Administration Committee Mr Humphrey Holmes, the Treasurer of the North-East Section Mr Paul Pillath, Mr Graham Miller of Bank of Scotland Portfolio Management Services and Mrs Maureen McLeod the Assistant Treasurer, for their assistance and guidance throughout the year. The Society’s thanks must also be recorded to Historic Scotland and others for their generosity in the provision of grants towards publications and conferences.

COPIES OF AUDITED ACCOUNTS

Copies of the full audited accounts of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 2001–2002 are available to any Fellow or other interested party on application to the Society’s office, at a cost of £2 each (in the UK and Europe; £4 elsewhere) to cover production and postage.

The Director’s and the Treasurer’s reports were formally approved by the Fellows.

Dr Gordon Barclay, Proceedings Editor, then read the following report

PROCEEDINGS EDITOR’S REPORT

As you will have seen, volume 131 of the Proceedings followed fairly quickly on the heels of volume 130 this year. Our new production schedule means that everything for a volume should be with the printers by the end of the calendar year for which the volume is dated. The last papers to go off are the reports from this meeting and the list of Fellows elected today. So far, all but five papers for volume 132 are either with the printers being set, or are already at first proof stage. All being well, the volume will appear during the summer. I would like to thank Alan Saville, Convener of the Publications Committee, Graham Ritchie, retiring President and Fionna Ashmore for their support during the year.
Fellows will note a major change in volume 132 – Council has approved a move from a single column to a double column format, which allows greater flexibility in the positioning of illustrations, especially small ones, and gives a shorter and therefore more readable line.

Finally, the Society has been working towards the re-publication on the internet of its entire run of Archaeologia Scotica and the Proceedings, as well as its out-of-print monographs. The scanning, generously funded by the ArchWay Project (http://www0.york.ac.uk/services/library/archway/index.htm), Historic Scotland and the Russell Trust, will be complete within a few weeks; so far there are over 4500 separate files – one for each article. There is still a certain amount of linking of files and checking to be done, but we hope that the files will be available to download during the first half of 2003. The files will be available free of charge from the internet site of the Archaeology data Service in York; ADS has received funding from the ArchWay project for this part of the work.

Each article in the periodicals and each chapter in the monographs is a separate file. We are also scanning the microfiche that was a feature of the Proceedings and the monograph volumes for over a decade, so that this material will be more widely available than hitherto. All the files are in a format called ‘Portable Document Format’, an industry standard, for which a free reading program is easily available. The quality of the scans is very high and the text and illustrations are clearly legible on screen and when printed out.

To protect the subscription income of the Society, Proceedings volumes will not be available on the internet for five years after publication. We are exploring the possibility of making up sets of CDs for sale, which would contain Archaeologia Scotica, the Proceedings up to volume 126, and the out-of-print monographs.

As mounting these publications on the web is legally re-publication, the Society has to address issues of copyright. The sheer number of individuals concerned makes it impossible for us to contact them: we would therefore ask that any author, illustrator or copyright holder concerned about the re-publication of their material gets in touch with the Society’s Proceedings Editor, Dr Gordon J Barclay, at g.barclay@nms.ac.uk or by post to The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Royal Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street, Edinburgh EH1 1JF.

As far as I am aware no other archaeological or antiquarian society in Britain has undertaken this task, nor made almost its entire run of publications so widely and freely available. I think it something that we can be proud of.

RETIRAL OF THE MONOGRAPH EDITOR, MRS ALEXANDRA N SHEPHERD

The President paid tribute to Mrs Shepherd’s 20 years of service to the Society as the Monographs Editor; she had been involved with the series from its inception and her dedication and flair were evident from the published volumes. Mrs Shepherd was then presented with a framed title page of Volume 1 of The Transactions or Archaeologia Scotica (1792) and a bouquet.

THE R B K STEVENSON AWARD

The President reminded Fellows that the R B K Stevenson award is made in recognition of the paper in each year’s Proceedings that best reflects R B K Stevenson’s own scholarship and high standards. Robert Stevenson was for many years in charge of the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland and was President of this Society between 1975 and 1978.

The award for 2002 was then made to Sheriff D B Smith, MA, LLB, FSA Scot for his paper Robert Foulis’s patent curling stone game in Volume 131 of the Proceedings.

THE BALLOT FOR OFFICE BEARERS AND COUNCIL MEMBERS

The President then thanked the retiring office bearers and members of Council: David H Sellar, as Vice-President; and Dr Christopher Lowe; Dr Mary A MacLeod; Dr Magdalena S Midgley; and Miss Andrea N
Smith, as Council members. Their contribution to the governing of the Society during their term of office had been much appreciated.

ELECTED TO COUNCIL

Council for 2002–2003 is as follows:

President  Lisbeth M Thoms, BSc, Dip Arch
Vice Presidents  Colleen Batey, BA, PhD, MIFA
                Doreen Grove, BA, FSA
                Jean Munro, BA, PhD
Treasurer  Naomi Tarrant, BA, AMA, FSA
Councilors  Jane Geddes, BA, MA, PhD
             Charlotte M Lythe, MA
             Richard Oram, MA, PhD
             Susan E Seright, DipMGS, AMA
             David P Bowler, BA, MPhil
             Ewan Campbell, BSc, PhD, MIFA
             Jill Turnbull, CQSW, BA, PhD
             Robin Turner, BA, MIFA
             Andrew J Dunwell BA AIFA
             Lesley Ferguson, MA
             Fraser Hunter, BSc
             Coralie Mills, BSc, MA, PhD, MIFA

Ex-Officio Members Of Council

Chairman of the North-East Section  Aidan Mulkerrin, BA, Mlitt
Convener of the Finance & Administration Committee  Humphrey Holmes, CA
Convener of the Heritage Committee  Fionna M Ashmore, BA, FSA
Convener of the Publications Committee  Alan Saville, BA, FSA, MIFA
Convener of the Research Committee  Ian A G Shepherd, MA, FSA, MIFA
Representative to the Ancient Monuments Board for Scotland  Jill Harden, BSc, AMA, MIFA
Representative of the National Museums of Scotland  David V Clarke, BA, PhD, FSA

ELECTION OF NEW FELLOWS

The result of the ballot was announced, one candidate from the United States of America having been withdrawn, the following were elected as ordinary Fellows:

AARON M ALLEN, MSc, BS, Room ES 806, Mylne’s Court, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh
THOMAS C ANDERSON, 5 Avondale Crescent, Armadale, West Lothian
DAVID C ARMSTRONG, CEng FI Mar EST, 26 Dalmorglen Park, Stirling
GEORGE A ARMSTRONG, NFNN, 11 Stream Lane, PO Box 618, Pleasant Valley, NY 12569 USA
JESSICA K BÄCKLUND, MA, PhD, Flat 3F1, 50 Montpelier Park, Edinburgh
WANDO S J BAGLEY, EDS, 437 Brookstone Drive, La Grange, GA 30241, USA
IAN BAYNE, 4 Fountainhall Road, Edinburgh
ROBERT J BLACHLEY, BBA, CLU, ChFC, RIA, 2967 Kings Mill Road, Bethel Park, PA 15102 USA
ELAINE M S BLACK, 49 Dowanside Road, Glasgow
CALVIN L BOYD, 6 Sylvia Circle, Novato, CA 94947 USA
RONALD W BRENNAN, BA, 209 Ridge Hill Drive, Highland Heights, Kentucky 41076–1634 USA
STEWART H BREW, MB, ChB, PO Box 476, Girne, MERSIN 10 TURKEY
WILLIAM P BRUCE, BA, MA, 5556 27th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55417–1934, USA
JOHN W BRUCE Sr, 320 Lakewood Drive, Brandon, FL 33511, USA
ELIZABETH BRYSON, MA, DEP, 6 Caledon Street, Glasgow
WILLIAM P BUDDE, MS, 123 Mckinley Street, Bennington, VT 05741–1934, USA
CORNELIA W BUSH, BS MBA, 50 Vanderbilt Avenue, Box #13, New York, NY 0017–3803, USA
HOLLIS B CAHOON, 4204 Starmount Drive, Greensboro, NC 27410, USA
LINDA A CAMERON, MA, MFA, 4605 Beard Avenue So, Minneapolis, MN 55410–1726, USA
JO C CAMPBELL, MA, MA, Cauldhame, Dunblane
NIALL A CAMPBELL, Rowallan Castle, Kilmaurs
MICHAEL G CAVERS, MA, Silvercraigs, Kirkcudbright
GEORGE D CHRISTIE, ML, 5 Kinmilies Cottages, Inverness
SCOTT A COOPER BSc, DipArch CON, PhD, Woodyotts, Bleathwood, Ludlow, Shropshire
BRIAN J COYNE, BA MA, 5 Edgewood Place, Flanders, NJ 07836, USA
CHRISTOPHER P CROLY, BA, Mphil, PhD, Flat 1F2, 11 Rodney Street, Edinburgh
IANN H DAVIES, 2813 West 3rd Ave, Vancouver, British Columbia, V6K 1M8, Canada
PHILIP T DEAKIN, MBE, BA, FRSA, Grove House, 6 Howick Street, Alnwick Northumberland
BRIAN DEAN, MA, MSc, 10 Paddington Grove, West Howe, Bournemouth Dorset,
LESLEY J C DEAN, MRICS, A R P Lorimer & Associates, 11 Wellington Square, Ayer
CHEV MARK C O DELL, KtJ, 940 E Caravan, Springfield, MO 65803, USA
KIRSTY A DINGWALL, BA, 1 (2FR) Gladstone Terrace, Edinburgh
GLYN D DODWELL, BA, 2 Muirton Place, Kinloss, Forres, Moray
MELVYN W DOUGLASS, CLA, 8010 Oakwood Trace, Houston, TX 77040–4444, USA
JAMES B DRUMMOND, Ceng, MICE, MRICS, 2 South Hamilton Place, Kilmarnock
CHARLES C DUNDAS, MA, Flat 4/2, 19 Kelvinside Terrace S, Glasgow
MS MARY C EHRLER, BS, 48 Deerfield Lane, Bethany, CT 065203084, USA
BURLANE E ELLISON, PE, PhD, 1104 Sanders Road, Knoxville, TN 37923, USA
WALTER E ERNST Jr, 16403 Ladysmith Street, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745, USA
CAROL M FAUST, MA, 1011 Fm 155, Weimar, TX 78962, USA
JAMES FINNON, 123 Turnberry Place, East Kilbride
CHARLES E FITCHES, BSc, PhD, Corshill, Thornhill, Stirling
KYM G FLEHR, BA, LLB, QIBC, PO Box 760, Toowoomba, QLD 4350, Australia
ANDREW M FLEMING, MA, FSA, Tawelfan, Talsarn, Lampeter, Ceredigion
DANIEL C FLETCHER-MACLEOD, 7840 Gull Way, Antelope, CA 95843, USA
KAREN M HARTNUP, PhD, MSc, MA, Flat 5, 8 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh
COLE HENLEY, BA, MA, 17 Downfield Place, Dalry, Edinburgh
ROBERT D HERBERT, BSc, 1 Kearan Road, Kinlochleven
KEVIN N HICKS, BA, 9 Millerhill, By Dalkeith, Midlothian
THE RT HON LORD HOGG OF CUMBERNAULD, LLD, 61 Argyll Place, Aberdeen
WILLIAM J C HUGHSON, PO Box 955, St Michaels, MD 21663, USA
IAIN HUNTER, MHort, 127D South Street, St Andrews
WILLIAM P HUNTER, 9 Low Waters Road, Hamilton, South Lanarkshire
EWAN J INNES, MA, PO Box 449, Milton, MA 02156, USA
GRANT A KAVANAGH, 12 Dryden Street, Edinburgh
AARON D KIELLY, BA, 2 Ionic Road, Stoneycroft, Liverpool
NEAL M KIRBY, MA, Flat 1F2, 115 Buccleuch Street, Edinburgh
ROBERT KNIGHTS, MBE, MSc, FSYL, Cliftonholme, Church Road, Winterton, Norfolk
FRANZ KORNER MA, Leharstrasse 22, 81243 Munich, Germany
THOMAS D LACKEY, BA, MS, 1480 East Main, Stigler, OK 74462, USA
DANIAL H LAING, BS, PO Box 1804, Midlothian, VA 23113, USA
RICHARD J LAING, PO Box 145072, Bracken Gardens 1452, South Africa
JOHN D LENTZ, DDS, PO Box 182, Abingdon, VA 24212, USA
ALBERT J LEWIS, BA, 706 San Lorenzo Street, Santa Monica, CA 90402–1324, USA
ANTHONY R LEWIS, BA PipMasStudies, DipCRM, Top Flat, 2 Royal Terrace, Glasgow
GORDON A LEWIS, PO Box 943, Aiken, SC 29802, USA
MARGARET H LIMBACHER, 939 Ott Drive, Cheshire, CT 06410–4229, USA
WILLIAM P LOWRY, BS, 7639 Wilson Street, Ventura, CA 93003, USA
MICHAEL R MACFARLANE, 4916 Laurel Canyon Blvd, Valley Village, CA 91607, USA
CATRIONA MACKIE, BSc, MSc, 1 Allanfield Flat 3, Edinburgh
JAMES A MACPHERSON, BSc, PGDip, Culnadarach, Drumnadrochit, Inverness
JOHN S MACPHERSON, Annwfn, 20 Notre Dame Gardens, Blackburn
RUTH A MAHER, MA, 1512 Crosby Avenue, Bronx, NY 10461, USA
YANN G E MAIDMENT, BDS, DDS, MFGDP, 10 St Ronan’s Terrace, Edinburgh
NIGEL A MALCOLM-SMITH, MB, ChB, 43 Craigleia Drive, Edinburgh
MARY MARKUS, BA, PhD, 45 Kessington Road, Bearsden, Glasgow
ERIN O MARTIN, BA, 7a Restalrig Road South, Edinburgh
SCOTT MAXWELL, BSc, Top Floor Flat, 20 Trinity Crescent, Edinburgh
LT STEVEN A E MCAULEY PATTS D’ARLESTON, BS, Lowfield Cottage, Middlesex Co, PO Box 667, Urbanna, VA 23175, USA
DIXIE K M MCCASKILL, PO Box 943, Aiken, SC 29802, USA
GEORGE G MCCLELLAN, AA, 100 Pacer Court, No 9044, Ellijay, GA 30540, USA
JAMES B MCCLURE III, MS, PT, AT, 316 Emerson Drive NW, Palm Bay, FL 32907, USA
THOMAS E MCDONALD, JD, 124 1/2 N Mitchell, Cadillac, MI 49601, USA
ALASTAIR I MCMINTYRE, 141 Bo’ness Road, Grangemouth
DEAN C MCMICHAEL, MS, MHA, 13870 Waycross Drive, Fishers, IN 46038, USA
LEONARD R MCKINNEY, JD, 124 1/2 N Mitchell, Cadillac, MI 49601, USA
JOHN B MCLEOD, PO Box 2048, Greenville, SC 29602, USA
JOSEPH M MCMAHON, BA, BS, MA, 14 Carol Ann’s Court, Hollister, CA 95023, USA
JOYCE M MILLER, MA, PhD, 130B Inveresk Road, Musselburgh
SIMON E C MILLER OF CLEISH, BA, Cleish Castle, Cleish, Kinross-shire
LAURIE A MILNE, BA, MA, PhD, 25 Cameron Way S E, Medicine Hat, Alberta T1B 3S3, Canada
BRENT MOORE, 6729 Tennis Drive, Stedman, NC 28391, USA
JOHN L MOORE Sr, 3455 Romulus Drive, Duluth, GA 30097–3443, USA
ROGER A MOORE Jr, BA, MA, PO Box 1156, Aztec, NM 87410–1156, USA
ROBERT B MORE, PO Box 1451, Coos Bay, OR 97420, USA
The record of the deaths of the following Fellows intimated during the year 2001–2002 was not read at the meeting. Dates indicate year of election as Fellow.

Mrs M O Anderson, Lade Braes Lane, St Andrews, Fife 1959
R S Armstrong, 102 Yorkshire Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238, USA 1991
P J Begent, 82 Farm Road, Maidenhead, 1980
Professor A R L Bell, Department of English, California State University, Long Beach, CA 90840, USA 1990
Rev G K Boath, 6 Woodlands Place, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire 1994
G Boothroyd, 15 Maxwell Drive, Glasgow 1968
I T Boyle, 7 Lochbrae Drive, Rutherglen, Glasgow 1986
Miss J A Brown, 32 Greenlaw Drive, Paisley, Renfrewshire 1984
Emeritus Professor D A Bullough, 14 Queens Gardens, St Andrews, Fife 1959
G R Campbell, Glenalva, 14 Wadingburn Road, Lasswade, Midlothian 1961
R W M Clouston, Pippin Cottage, Shimpling Road, Harst, Suffolk IP29 4ET 1947
J J C Cormack, 5 Gordon Road, Edinburgh 2000
W F Cormack, Starney, 16 Drye Road, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire 1961
Mrs K B Cory, 4 Brunstane Road, Edinburgh 1978
J A Cranckshank, Heatherlieburn, Selkirk 1968
Mrs M M Daniels, Scalpay, Glenbarr, Tarbert, Argyll 1990
T B Dwyer, 41 The Cliff, Roedean Brighton 1977
P C L Gifford, 11 Gordon Avenue, Bishopton, Renfrewshire 1993
F G Gilbert-Bentley, 95 The Street, Shallford, Guildford, Surrey 1954
Emeritus Professor P Giot, Hon FSA Scot, 3 Rue Edonord Jordan, 35000 Rennes, France 1984
I D Grant, 94 Polwarth Gardens, Edinburgh 1973
G D Hay, Elm Cottage, Carllops, Peebleshire 1954
C A Henderson, 10188 Ben’s Way, Manasses, VA 20110, USA 1992
D W W Hendry, 5 Eden Park, Cupar, Fife 1990
Mrs I Jardine, 2 Skinner Court, Telford Square, Telford Road, Inverness 1978
O C Johnston Jr, 812 Woodland Drive, Columbia, SC 29205, USA 1985
W Kellock, Grianan, Spean Bridge, Inverness-shire 1991
D S C Levie, Gordon Lodge, Aboyne, Aberdeenshire 1997
H G Lindley, 3 Bramdean Rise, Edinburgh 1981
D A Low, 17 Chalton Road, Bridge of Allan, Stirling 1979
S Main, 29 Bishoploch Road, Arbroath, Angus 1988
A Mennie, Red Hylie, High Street, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire 1958
Miss D J Milne, 34 Albert Place, Stirling 1976
Miss A A Montgomery, 47 Crichton Road, Craigmore, Rothesay, Bute 1980
J McFaulds, 89 Anstruther Street, Arbroath, Angus 1974
J H I Macmillan, 36 Barbara Crescent, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4C 3B2 1999
A C McKerracher, Holmcroft, Clardon Place, Dunblane, Perthshire 1981
J A McSherry, 1355 Brookline Road, London, Ontario Canada N5X 2L1 1988
R A P Peek, 2 Church Lane, Ripponden, Sowerby Bridge 1962
D F Petch, 3 Rosewood Avenue, Chester 1976
P J Reynolds, Rookham Lodge, Pidham Hill, East Meon, Petersfield, Hampshire 1980
R A Riddell-Black, 11 Kirkton Road, Dumbarton 1980
J D S Robertson, Atholdene, Seton Sands, Longniddry, East Lothian 1996
A E Sharp, Woodlands, 24 Stormont Park, Scone, Perth 1976
Dr J N Graham Ritchie then delivered the following Presidential Address:

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

The three year span of a Presidency involves about 30 lecture meetings or conferences, 12 Council meetings, and about 30 committee meetings. Of course the smooth running of all this, as well as a Fellowship of some three and a half thousand, is in the hands of the Director, Fionna Ashmore, and her colleagues. I should first like to thank her for her support over these three years both in briefings and in the preparation of impeccable minutes of Councils and Committees, for these, of course, are the historical record of the Society’s affairs. I mentioned the numbers of Fellows deliberately for the management of such a wide Fellowship is no easy task. Those of us here at the Anniversary Meeting may be no problem, but I invent the Fellow from Aberchirder who relocates to Rio de Janeiro, but whose bank in Aberdeenshire continues to pay an out-of-date subscription and whose Proceedings are consistently returned as he has left no forwarding address. The Assistant Treasurer, Maureen McLeod, and Administrative Assistant, Morvern Hardie’s patience and tenacity in solving such problems can regularly be seen in the correspondence files. That our affairs as a Society are in good order is due to the dedicated staff. I should mention here the work of the volunteers who help with postings. The Director has mentioned them by name and what I want to do is to quantify such support; by my reckoning it would take Fionna and Morvern over a week to do the work unaided twice a year. I have already implied the importance I attach to publication and the work of the Proceedings Editors, Jerry O’Sullivan and now Gordon Barclay have ensured the appearance of interesting volumes over the three years. Important monographs, edited by Alexandra Shepherd and Anna Ritchie (who also helped with volume 130), have been published. The index to volumes 106–26 has been completed. Such effort might be lost sight of had not the Heritage and Publications Officer, Ruth Lancaster, been so successful in marketing the volumes. The Society has maintained a front line in the use of internet technology with a web site, with the pioneering internet reports in conjunction with Historic Scotland, and with the scanning of the totality of the Society’s publications since 1792. Council Members and Convenors of Committees have a vital part to play in the running of a Society such as ours, and the time they give to meetings and the breadth and wisdom that they offer is impressive.

Last year I talked about the Society’s co-operation with other institutions, including the National Museums of Scotland and Historic Scotland, and need not repeat our appreciation of their support. I should, however, like to reiterate the Society’s thanks to Grant MacRae and Chris Dawson as the audio-visual experts who focus the slides, ensure that the sound quality is right, and thus that a Lecture Meeting runs smoothly. My own memory of Meetings in Queen Street involve a projector on top of a high wooden setting akin to an umpire’s seat at Wimbledon (I hope that it has been preserved as a museum piece), and a projectionist with a limited interest in focusing. Later Audrey Henshall or later Anna Ritchie had to squat on the upper balcony of the Library in order to change slides and attend to the focus. Now frequently lecturers compliment the Society on the facilities for a lecture, but in truth Grant and Chris are the vital players. This is also the place to thank the Library of the National Museums for their welcome yesterday; the display of books and manuscripts was as ever fascinating.

It is important to stress that the Society takes its Scottish role very seriously in terms of grant aid to projects through the Research Committee. Activities further north of Edinburgh may be most visible in the Meetings of the North-East Section (surely due for a change of name to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in Grampian or some such) as well as in the Buchan Lectures to local societies any where in Scotland.

One particular pleasure of the last year was our joint meeting with the Society of Antiquaries of London at Kelmscott in Oxfordshire. It was a very happy occasion and antiquaries of both Societies discovered
about William Morris and about the Kelmscott Landscape Project. It seemed to be the sunniest weekend in the year, and our Society presented the most recent monographs for the Burlington House Library.

RETIRAL OF THE PRESIDENT AND INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW PRESIDENT

Dr Ritchie then introduced Miss Thoms to the Fellowship and handed over the Presidential medal.

Miss Thoms paid tribute to Dr Ritchie; although it was not customary to make any presentation to the outgoing President, she reminded the Fellowship that Dr Ritchie had also acted as a Rhind Lecturer in 2000 and in token of that a photograph of the Newstead Helmet, signed by James Curle’s surviving granddaughters was presented to him.

Miss Thoms then expressed her delight in being elected; she was sensible of the great honour in having been elected President and she was looking forward to the next three years. She was sure these would be challenging, rewarding and indeed most enjoyable. The Society had been passed to her in very good heart and for this she thanked and paid tribute to the hard work of her predecessor and all other office bearers and staff.

The following Lecture was then delivered

‘Standing stones: architecture or archaeology?’

by James W T Simpson, BArch, FRIAS, RIBA, FSA Scot

The formal proceedings were then closed and a Wine Reception took place in the European Art Gallery of the Royal Museum.